Diversity in immune-cell interactions: states and functions of the immunological synapse.
The contact-dependent exchange of signals between epithelial and neuronal cells results from close membrane-membrane appositions, which are stabilized for years by polarized adhesion, cytoskeletal assemblies and extracellular scaffold proteins. By contrast, owing to a lack of scaffold proteins, interactions between immune cells such as T lymphocytes and antigen-presenting cells (APCs) comprise a spectrum of structurally diverse and short-lived interaction modes that last from minutes to hours. Signals exchanged between T cells and APCs are generated in a specific contact region, termed the "immunological synapse", that coordinates cytoskeletal dynamics with the T-cell receptor (TCR), the engagement of accessory receptors and membrane-proximal signaling. Recent data shed light on the different physical and molecular interaction modes that occur between T cells and APCs, including their dynamics and transition stages, and their consequences for signaling, activation and T-cell effector function.